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ably shouldnt: we may not be ableto stop
globalwarming. The Arctic Ocean,which
experiencedrecord melting last year,
could be ice-freein the summer as soon
as 2or3,decadesaheadofwhat the earlier
modelstold us. We needto begin curbing
global greenhouseemissions right now,
but more than a decadeafter the signing
of the Kyoto Protocol,the world hasutterly
failed to do so.
Formost environmentalists,the answer
to that depressinglitany is to keep pushing the samemessageharder: cut carbon
and cut it now But a few scientistsarebeginning to quietly raisethe possibility of
cooling the planet's fever directly through
geoengineering.The principle behind it
is straightforward-compensate for an
intensified greenhouseeffectby reducing
the amount of solar radiation reaching the
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earth-but the techniquesseemlike pure
sciencefiction. |ust a few: using orbital mirrorstobouncesunlightbackinto space,fertilizingthe oceanswith iron to arnplify their
ability to absorbcarbonand evenpainting
roofswhite to increasesolarreflection.
Geoengineeringhas long been the
province of kooks, but as the difficulty
of reducing greenhouse-gasemissions
has becomeharder to ignore, it is slowly
emerging as an option of last resort. The
tipping point camein zoo6,when the Nobel Prize-winning atmosphericscientist
Paul Crutzen published an editorial examining the possibility of releasingvast
amounts of sulfurous debrisinto the atmosphereto createa hazethat would keepthe
planet cool."Overthe pastcoupleofyears,
it's gonefrom an outsider thing to something that is increasinglydiscussed,"says
Ken Caldeiraof the CarnegieInstitution
for Scienceat Stanford University.
Caldeiramodeledthe effectson climate
that Crutzen's notion of spreading sulfur
particlesinto the airwouldhave andfound
that geoengineeringmight be ableto compensatefor a doublingofthe concentration
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.Even
more impressivewas the price tag: somewhere between a few hundred million dollars and a coupleofbillion dollars a year,
comparedwith the unknowable cost of decarbonizing the entire world. But the drawbacksare serious.Worsening air pollution
is a risk. We d haveto keepgeoengineering
indefinitelytobalance out continued greenhouse-gasemissions,and the motivation to
decarbonizemight disappearif we believed
we had an insurancepolicy.And thoseare
just the consequences
we know about.
But the truth is, we're alreadyperforming an unauthorized experiment on our
climate by addingbillions of tons of manmade carbon dioxide to the atmosphere.
Unlessthe geopoliticsof global warming
changesoon, the Hail Mary passof geoengineeringmight becomeourbestshot.r
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